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The Best Damn Windows Server 2003 Book PeriodSyngress Publishing, 2004
In keeping with past trends, full migration to this latest Microsoft Server Operating System will begin in earnest 12 months after its release, in mid-to-late 2004. This book hits the market just as large enterprises begin the process of moving from Windows 2000 Server to Windows Server 2003. The title says everything you need to know about this...
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Drupal 6 Site Builder SolutionsPackt Publishing, 2008
Who this book is written for?

This book is designed primarily for business owners who want to create a new website for their company or upgrade a company website to be easier to maintain and have advanced capabilities.

Whether you know Drupal or not, this book will be your guide to a powerful website.
...
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3D Modeling in Silo: The Official GuideFocal Press, 2010

	Create high-quality models in no time at all with these comprehensive, full-color, techniques and tutorials from Antony Ward and David Randall. These step-by-step tutorials walk readers through the creation of a high-quality female model while teaching you the basics and principles behind 3D modeling in Silo - including modeling the face and...
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PHP & MySQL: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2011

	You’ve built a web page in HTML. You’ve even styled it with Cascading Style
	Sheets (CSS) and written a little JavaScript to validate your custom-built web
	forms. But that wasn’t enough, so you learned a lot more JavaScript, threw in
	some jQuery, and constructed a whole lot of web pages. You’ve even moved your...
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Internet Marketing with WordPressPackt Publishing, 2011


	It's very difficult to overstate the importance of Internet marketing.




	With the advent of powerful and effective tools (like WordPress) that make it easy

	for anyone in the world to put up a website, it is now more important than ever to

	carve out a niche for yourself.




	The online world requires its...
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The Twitter BookO'Reilly, 2011

	In March 2006, a little communications service called Twttr debuted. It began as a side project at a San Francisco podcasting company, but it wasn’t long before the side project had become the main event.

	

	Today, just over five years later, Twitter is booming. In September 2011, the service announced that it had 100...
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Next.js Quick Start Guide: Server-side rendering done rightPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create, build and deploy universal JavaScript applications using Next.js

	
		Key Features

		
			Work with the entire tool-chain for developing universal Javascript applications with Next.js
	
			A straightforward guide to implementing server-side rendering
	
			Use Next.js to...
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Digital Image Processing: An Algorithmic Approach with MATLAB (Chapman & Hall/CRC Textbooks in Computing)CRC Press, 2009

	
		Avoiding heavy mathematics and lengthy programming details, Digital Image Processing: An Algorithmic Approach with MATLAB® presents an easy methodology for learning the fundamentals of image processing. The book applies the algorithms using MATLAB®, without bogging down...
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Model Driven Architecture and Ontology DevelopmentSpringer, 2006
Defining a formal domain ontology is generally considered a useful, not to say necessary step in almost every software project. This is because software deals with ideas rather than with self-evident physical artefacts. However, this development step is hardly ever done, as ontologies rely on well-defined and semantically powerful AI concepts...
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Java Programming 10-Minute SolutionsSybex, 2003
The problems encountered by a beginning Java programmer are many—and mostly minor.    

    The problems you encounter as an experienced Java programmer are far fewer—and far more serious.    

    Java Programming 10-Minute Solutions provides direct solutions to the thorny...
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What All Network Administrators KnowTheNetworkAdministrator.com, 2003
This book is in response to the daily e-mails I receive from my website TheNetworkAdministrator, that ask the question; "What do I need to know to become a network administrator?" Some of you reading this book might find that you have all the qualifications needed, while others may become easily discouraged. Don’t be discouraged....
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Head First WordPress: A Brain-Friendly Guide to Creating Your Own Custom WordPress BlogO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Whether you're promoting your business or writing about your travel adventures, Head First WordPress will teach you not only how to make your blog look unique and attention-grabbing, but also how to take advantage of WordPress platform's more complex features to make your website work well, too.

		
...
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